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The Royal Society Expedition to Antarctica was one of the major British contributions to the International Geophysical Year. An extensive geophysical research programme was carried out at the Base at Halley Bay (26° 37' W 75° 31' S), the results of which form a series of four volumes under the general editorship of Sir David Brunt, K.B.E., F.R.S. The first three volumes (containing the results of the programmes in geomagnetism, aurora and airglow, radio-astronomy, ionospheric physics, seismology and aspects of meteorology) have already been published.

The fourth and final volume is due to be published in the first half of 1964.

VOLUME IV

(about 450 pages royal 4to with 21 half-tone plates)

Surface meteorological observations, by B. G. Ellis, J. MacDowall and D. W. S. Limbert. Contains the results of the surface meteorological observations and the synoptic record of weather conditions from February 1956 to December 1958.

Glaciology I: observations at the Base, by J. MacDowall. Contains the results of a study of the accumulation/ablation budget as related to relevant meteorological data and of ice-shelf temperatures.

Glaciology II: observations on the ice-shelf, by J. MacDowall, L. W. Barclay and J. M. C. Burton. Contains the results of the investigations of accumulation on the ice-shelf at points distant from the Base.

Appendixes giving details of additional scientific observations and technical aspects of Base operation:

Snow surface studies, by D. T. Tribble. A monograph depicting the erosion-induced sculpturing of snow surface features.

Sledging and surveying, by L. W. Barclay. A report on the sledging journeys undertaken on the ice-shelf.


Radio communications, by H. E. G. Dyer. A report on the schedules established and equipment used for communications from and to the Halley Bay station.

Electrical interference, by W. H. Bellchambers. An analysis of the chief causes of electrical interference to the scientific programme.

Plant and machinery operation, by A. Amphlett. A description of the performance of the diesel generators and tractors used at the Base.


Report on health, by R. A. Smart. A report describing the physical fitness of the Expedition members and the arrangements made to maintain health.

Aspects of human physiology, by R. A. Smart. An analysis of the data recorded on sleep patterns, weight and fat thickness of the Expedition members.

Cloth bound volume—£7 ($23); set of four volumes—£28 ($92).

Orders may be placed through booksellers or sent direct to:
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